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The influence of water sorption on the a-relaxation of an epoxy network was srudied by perforrning impedance 
measurernents in continuous immersion (in aqueous solution) ac various temperarures in the range [20; 80) •c. 

Relaxation tin1es associated with the a-relaxation were found to shift towards lower ten1peratures as a result of 
plasticization, accompanied by a decrease in the relaxation scrength. The most striking feature of the impedance 
measurernents was a crossover from a Vogel-Fulcher-Tanimarm (VFT) to an Arrhenius dependence of the 
relaxation times upon cooling, in the vicinicy of the glass transition of the epoxy network. Complemencary 
experin1ental techniques (namely differential scarming calorin1ecry, dielectric speccroscopy, them1ally stimulated 
currents) were used on dry and wet epoxy samples to becter understand the physical origin of this crossover. 
Various scenarios were discussed; the most convincing involved confinernent-like effects. The deviation from VFT 
behaviour below T� was possibly due to long-living H-bonds between the epoxy network and water molecules, 

which lin1ited the cooperativity of the a-relaxation. The water molecules H-bonding to the network localized the 
mobility of the main chain, as confirrned by thermally stinmlated currents perfom1ed on a wet sample. 

1. Introduction

The most obvious manifestation of water-induced plasticization in
epoxy networks is a T g-depression, typically from 1 0 to 20 ° C per wt. % of 
absorbed water in epoxies [1,2]. The intuitive explanation of this 
decrease in Tg involves the disruption of intermolecular H-bonds 
resulting in an increase in molecular mobility [3]. From the molecular 
mobility standpoint, dynan1ic mechanical analysis (DMA) and broad
band dielectt·ic spectroscopy (BDS) were used to analyze the influence of 
water sorption on the various relaxations of epoxies. Studies focusing on 
the sub-T g molecular mobilities showed that the stt·ength of the � and y 
relaxations were strongly dependent on the water content in the epoxy 
network, which indicated that water molecules H-bonded to the hy
droxyl (�-mode) and anline and ether (y-mode) groups of the epoxy 
chain [4-6]. Water sorption was also reported to magnify an intem1e
diate mode of delocalized mobility, called oo, often associated with re
gions of low crosslinking density (or heterogeneity) through which the 
water molecules preferentially diffuse [7-9]. Finally, a shift towards 
lower ten1peratures of the a-relaxation (associated with the glass tran
sition) was evidenced, consistently with the Tg-depression [10,11]. A 

decrease in the Joss peak area at the a-relaxation has been found to 
accompany the shift towards lower ten1peratures [12,13] (DMA 
studies), with va1ious interpretations involving either the water mole
cules occupying the free volume [14] or the disruption of intermolecular 
H-bonds [12].

When it comes to studying the influence of absorbed water on the
properties of a polymer san1ple, the main issue is the unstable hydration 
level over the course of the experiment. In particular, the usual experi
mental techniques for analysing the molecular mobility thermally probe 
the sample, which worsens the desorption problem and can cause 
misleading effects. For instance, the splitting of the a-relaxation of epoxy 
san1ples (DMA experin1ents) into a bimodal Joss peak have been reported 
as a consequence of water-induced plasticization [10,15], but it was 
shown to mainly be the consequence of water desorption, the san1ple 
progressively retuming to d1y conditions during the experin1ent [16]. In 
the literature, polymer san1ples are usually considered "d1y" when they 
have in fact been stored in the !ab environment (allowing an1bient 
moisture to be absorbed), and high hydration states are difficult to 
maintain during characterization due to the desorption process. 

In the present work, we pe1fom1ed in siru dielectric measurements, in 
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× 3 mm). Prior to spraying, the steel plates were sand-blasted to an 
average roughness of 8 ± 1 μm. After 21 days of cure at room temper-
ature (21 ◦C in a climate-controlled room), the sample thicknesses were 
in the range of 180 ± 15 μm, as measured by an ultrasonic probe. 
Freestanding films (for DSC experiments only) were also bar coated onto 
polypropylene substrates and peeled after cure, with a final thickness of 
200 ± 20 μm. In order to stabilize the physicochemical structure 
(elimination of residual solvent and completion of the crosslinking 
process), a post-curing step was performed in an oven at 160 ◦C for 30 
min for both the supported and the freestanding films. The post-cured 
epoxy network was studied in four different states, from dry to contin-
uous immersion in a 0.5 M NaCl aqueous solution, for consistency with 
the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements that require 
an electrolytic solution. The associated sample nomenclature is reported 
in Table 1. In a previous work [18], we estimated the water fraction at 
saturation to range from 1.2 to 2.5 vol% depending on the temperature 
(between 20 and 80 ◦C). 

2.2. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 

Differential scanning calorimetry measurements were carried out 
with a Q2000 calorimeter (by TA Instruments) using Tzero™ pans, and 
after full calibration with sapphire references. Small pieces of an 
ambient-equilibrated freestanding film were cut out to a total mass of 
approximately 10 mg and put in an aluminium pan, the lid of which was 
not hermetically sealed, to allow water desorption. A 10 mg-sample was 
also harvested from a piece of film that had been immersed at 70 ◦C for 2 

h, in order to reach water saturation. This wet sample was sealed in a 
hermetic pan with a 10 μL droplet for the vapour pressure of water inside 
the pan to prevent desorption from the sample. Three temperature 
ramps were applied to each sample (heating, cooling, heating) at 
20 K/min under a helium flow. The temperature range for the analysis of 
the dry sample was [ 50; 150] ◦C. For the wet sample, it was limited to 
[5; 80] ◦C to prevent water from freezing (below 0 ◦C) and vaporizing 
(100 ◦C), the latter representing a significant risk of damaging the DSC 
apparatus. The glass transition temperatures were determined at the 
maximum of the derivative heat flow peak. 

2.3. Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) 

Electrical impedance measurements were performed with a BDS 
apparatus (Alpha-A high performance frequency analyser by Novocon-
trol), in the temperature range [ 150; 180] ◦C and in the frequency 
range [5 × 10− 2; 106] Hz (with 1.5 V peak voltage amplitude, 9 points 
acquired per decade). A cylindrical brass electrode (40 mm diameter) 
was placed on top of a dry or ambient equilibrated epoxy sample, in the 
supported film configuration, the steel substrate acting as the lower 
electrode for the dielectric measurements. The complex dielectric 
permittivity, ε*(ω), was determined by the WinDeta software, based on 
Eqs. (1) and (2). 

ε*(ω) ε′

(ω) i ε′′(ω) 1
i Cv Z*(ω)

(1)  

with Cv
εv A

ℓ (2)  

where ω 2 π f is the angular frequency of the applied voltage, Z*(ω)
the measured complex impedance of the sample, and Cv the capacitance 
of the equivalent vacuum-filled (εv is the vacuum permittivity) parallel 
plate capacitor formed by two electrodes of area A (here, the area of the 
40 mm top electrode) separated by the distance ℓ (here, the coating 
thickness). 

The Havriliak-Negami parametric equation (Eq. (3)) was used to fit 
the BDS results in the complex domain and determine the relaxation 
times [19]. 

ε*
HN(ω) ε∞ +

Δε
(1 + (i  ω  τHN)

α
)

β (3)  

where ε∞ is the high-frequency limit of the real dielectric permittivity, 
Δε the relaxation strength, τHN the mean relaxation time, α and β shape 
parameters respectively controlling the width and asymmetry of the 
distribution. 

2.4. Thermally stimulated currents (TSC) 

TSC measurements were performed on wet and ambient equilibrated 
epoxy samples, which were cut from a coated steel plate into 1 cm2 

diameter cylinders. A matching 1 cm2 stainless steel cylindrical was used 
as the complementary top electrode. The sample were placed inside a 
liquid nitrogen flow cryostat. The sample temperature was controlled by 
means of an internal heating element, an Eurotherm controlling the 
power supplied to the heating element, and a Pt100 sensor located in the 
close vicinity of the sample. The sample chamber was filled with helium 
gas to enhance thermal exchanges with the sample. Elementary depo-
larization currents were measured following the fractional polarization 
procedure detailed in Ref. [20], with 5 ◦C temperature windows. For 
each polarization temperature, Tp, in the range [ 20; 25] ◦C for wet 
samples and [35; 75] ◦C for dry samples, an electric field was applied to 
the sample during 2 min. This field was in the linear range: 1.3 MV/m for 
the ambient equilibrated sample and 2.7 MV/m for the wet sample (due to 
weaker depolarization currents). After the polarization step, the tem-
perature was decreased by 5 ◦C at which point the sample was placed in 

Table 1 
Nomenclature of the different states of the epoxy sample. All the samples are 
post-cured (160 ◦C, 30 min).  

Dry The analysis is performed just after the 
sample was post-cured to prevent moisture 
ingress. 

DSC, BDS 

Ambient 
equilibrated 

The sample is equilibrated in the lab 
environment (~50% RH and 20 ◦C) prior 
to the analysis. 

DSC, BDS, TSC 

Wet The sample is immersed until water 
saturation is reached and removed from 
immersion prior to analysis. 

DSC, BDS, TSC 

Immersed The sample is immersed until water 
saturation is reached and the analysis is 
performed while the sample is in 
continuous immersion. 

EIS  

continuous immersion, by means of an electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy setup optimized for dielectric rather than electrochemical 
measurements. This setup, presented elsewhere [17], was previously 
used to study the temperature-activated water sorption kinetics in an 
epoxy coating [18] and allowed observing its α-relaxation. Differential 
scanning calorimetry (DSC), BDS and thermally stimulated currents 
(TSC) were also used to complement the experiments in continuous 
immersion. For these three techniques, various hydration states of the 
samples were studied, namely dry (water actively removed from the 
sample), ambient equilibrated (stored in the lab environment) and wet 
(removed from immersion). In correlating the influence of these various 
hydration states, this article aims at further analysing the influence of 
absorbed water on the molecular mobility modes of an epoxy system, 
without being restricted by water desorption during the experiment. 

2. Experimental

2.1. Polyepoxy samples

A two-component high-solids polyepoxy varnish was manufactured 
by Peintures Maestria (Pamiers, France). It consisted of an epoxide as 
base and a mixture of polyamidoamines as hardener. The varnish was 
deposited by air spraying onto S235JR steel plates (200 mm × 100 mm 



DSC was used in the glass transition region of the epoxy network, in 
both the initially wet and ambient equilibrated states. For each sample, 
two heating and one cooling scans were performed and plotted in Fig. 1. 

First of all, the narrower temperature window of the DSC scans for 
the wet sample might mislead into thinking that the glass transition is 
more spread out than in the ambient equilibrated one. However, the full 
width of the derivative heat flow peak at the glass transition (2nd 
heating scan) is 25 ◦C for the wet sample and 26 ◦C for the ambient 
equilibrated one: the two glass transitions are comparably broad. During 
the first heating scan, both samples experience enthalpy recovery as a 

result of physical ageing (Tg overshoot) prior to the measurements. In 
the ambient equilibrated one, the enthalpy recovery is followed by a water 
desorption endotherm (peak maximum in the vicinity of 90 ◦C), which is 
irreversible and not present in the 2nd heating scan: the sample is 
therefore supposed to be dry. This endotherm is not observed with the 
wet sample which indicates that the hermetic seal and water droplet 
allowed the vapour pressure of water to be reached in the pan, hence 
preventing desorption from the sample. The glass transition tempera-
tures of both samples were determined on the 2nd heating scan, at the 
maximum of the derivative heat flow peak (not shown) and reported on 
Fig. 1. The absorbed water results in a 18.5 ◦C Tg-depression, which can 
be considered as the full extent of water-induced plasticization. Note-
worthily, the heat capacity jump at Tg is 26% smaller in the wet sample 
than in the dry one. Fig. 2 features the heat capacity, Cp, of the dry and 
wet samples during the second DSC heating scan. 

From Fig. 2, the lower ΔCp of the wet sample is mainly due to a lower 
heat capacity value in the rubbery state, while the glassy heat capacity is 
much less affected. This is a first indication that absorbed water mole-
cules may have a different influence on the molecular mobility of the 
epoxy network above and below Tg. This point will be further discussed 
in light of upcoming additional results (section 3.5). 

3.2. Molecular mobility modes in the dry state 

Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) measurements were per-
formed on the dry epoxy network. The sample was quickly transferred 
from the post-curing oven to the BDS apparatus which operates under 
dry nitrogen flow, thus largely limiting the ambient moisture uptake by 
the sample. A 3D map of the imaginary component of the dielectric 
permittivity, ε’’, is represented in Fig. 3 (as a function of temperature 
and frequency). Three main molecular mobility modes (α, ω, γ) are an-
notated in Fig. 3, as well as a high-temperature/low-frequency charge 
transport contribution (σ). 

In the dry state (Fig. 3), the γ-mode is distributed over a large tem-
perature range and generally ascribed to the mobility of short aliphatic 
sequences involving an ether linkage [5]. Noteworthily, no β-mode can 
be observed in Fig. 3, even though it is usually observed in epoxy 
samples and generally ascribed to the localized mobility of hydroxyether 
units and/or phenyl ring flips [21,22]. In this case, the absence of 
β-mode is explained by the dryness of the sample. We observed on 
several occasions that after the sample had stayed in ambient conditions 
for 24 h, the β-mode would clearly be observed by BDS, in the vicinity of 

90 ◦C at 0.1 Hz (see Fig. 1 of [23] for instance). It would however 

Fig. 1. Differential scanning calorimetry thermograms: ambient equilibrated 
sample (a) and wet sample with a water droplet in a hermetic pan (b). 

Fig. 2. Heat capacity as a function of temperature for the dry and wet samples 
(2nd DSC heating scans). 

short circuit for 2 min. The temperature was then further decreased by 
20 ◦C whilst maintaining the sample in short circuit. Finally, a heating 
ramp of 7 ◦C/min was applied up to above Tp (limited to 40 ◦C for wet 
samples, to limit desorption) whilst acquiring the depolarization 
currents. 

2.5. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

Impedance measurements were performed in continuous immersion 
(immersed samples), with a REF600+ impedance analyser (by Gamry 
Instruments). Similarly to the BDS measurements, the steel substrate 
acted as the working electrode and a graphite rod partially immersed in 
the electrolyte acted as both the counter and reference electrodes (two 
electrodes configuration). The main interest of using this technique on 
polymer samples is the fact that the upper electrode is an aqueous so-
lution, therefore ensuring complete immersion during the impedance 
measurements. The sample temperature was finely controlled (± 0.5◦C 
stability) by using a Corio CD-200F refrigerated/heating circulator (by 
Julabo) circulating through a double-jacketed glass cell sealed on top of 
the sample with a rubber gasket and a clamping system. A Pt100 probe 
was used to accurately monitor the solution temperature close to the 
sample without interfering in the electrical measurements. Isothermal 
impedance measurements were performed in the temperature range 
[22; 75] ◦C, from high to low temperatures. The measurement frequency 
range was [10−  3; 106] Hz for the low temperature isotherms and [3 × 
10−  3;106] Hz for those above 50 ◦C, with a 500 mVrms applied voltage 
and 10 points acquired per decade. Noteworthily, no evidence of 
corrosion was observed at any time during the experiments, neither 
visually nor in the impedance spectra. The complex dielectric permit-
tivity of the immersed epoxy sample was derived from the complex 
impedance data thanks to Eq. (1), in which A was the area exposed to 
the electrolytic solution (34.2 cm2). 

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Water-induced plasticization



disappear again if an additional BDS pass was performed without 
ambient re-equilibration, hence indicating a strong correlation between 
the appearance of a β-mode and the presence of absorbed water mole-
cules in this epoxy network. BDS measurements are rarely performed on 
properly dry samples, but rather on ambient equilibrated ones that are 
considered dry. Moreover, it is rare that two successive ramps are per-
formed without ambient re-equilibration because of the need to refill the 
liquid nitrogen tank. Therefore, some ambient moisture is generally 
absorbed by epoxy samples, resulting in the appearance of a β-mode. 

The α-mode corresponds to the dielectric manifestation of the glass 
transition, and it was initially strongly convoluted with the charge 
transport contribution. The application of the Kramers-Kronig relations 
[24,25] to the real part of the dielectric permittivity yielded a “con-
duction-free” imaginary part, ε′′KK (that is not entirely true because ionic 
conductivity and electrode polarization also contribute to ε’, thus 
explaining the σ event in Fig. 3). Masked behind the main α-relaxation, 
another mode is visible at high frequencies. It is probably the so-called 
ω-mode (it is not associated with a vitreous relaxation and the γ and β 
relaxations were priorly introduced in the literature), most likely 
involving the mobility of a more heterogeneous fraction of the epoxy 
network due to locally lower crosslinking densities [7,26]. 

3.3. Molecular mobility modes in continuous immersion 

Compared to BDS, the accessible temperature window of EIS is 
narrower (approx. 10 ◦C–80 ◦C) because the aqueous solution sur-
rounding the epoxy sample is susceptible to both freezing and vapor-
ization outside this range. The isothermal spectra of the real and 
imaginary parts of the dielectric permittivity, obtained by EIS mea-
surements in immersion, are plotted in Fig. 4. 

While the imaginary component of the permittivity is largely domi-
nated by charge transport processes which mask underlying molecular 
mobility modes (Fig. 4b), clearly temperature-activated permittivity 
steps are visible in Fig. 4a. They were ascribed to the α-mode of the 
epoxy network in a previous study [17]. Less prominent steps are also 
discernible in the high frequency/low temperature range of the real 
permittivity (Fig. 4a), and as a peak in the imaginary part (Fig. 4b), both 
of which shift to higher frequencies when the temperature increases: 
they are ascribed to the β relaxation (discussion in next section, 3.4). The 
α-relaxation times were determined by fitting the real permittivity 

spectra with a Havriliak-Negami function, as the dielectric losses due to 
conduction were too pronounced to involve the imaginary component in 
the fitting process. For the first two low-temperature isotherms, two 
Havriliak-Negami terms were used to determine the relaxation times of 
the β-relaxation as well (Fig. 5). Although the fits were satisfactory, 
these are just an estimate, as the relaxation is not entirely visible and 

Fig. 3. Dielectric relaxation map in the dry state, after applying the Kramers- 
Kronig relations to the BDS measurements. 

Fig. 4. Real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of the dielectric permittivity measured 
by EIS on the immersed epoxy sample. 

Fig. 5. Real permittivity 22.5 ◦C-isotherm of the immersed sample. Two 
Havriliak-Negami functions were used to fit both the α and β modes 
(dashed line). 



τ τ0 e
Ea

kB T (4)  

where τ0 is the pre-exponential factor, Ea the activation energy, kB the 
Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. 

An activation energy of 64 kJ/mol (0.67 eV) and an average relax-
ation strength, Δε, of 0.3 were obtained. These values are consistent 
with the work of Mijović and Zhang on DGEBA-DETA networks [4] (58 
kJ/mol and Δε of approx. 0.5), who also reported that while the acti-
vation energy was relatively unaffected by water uptake, the relaxation 
strength increased with water content (0.1 per wt.% of absorbed water). 
In the immersed case, the average relaxation strength of the β-mode is 
around 2, which corresponds to a 7-times increase compared to the dry 
case. Given the imperfect fitting, the order of magnitude seems consis-
tent with the idea that water molecules H-bonded to hydroxyls from the 
epoxy network are the relaxing entity involved in the β-relaxation of this 
epoxy network. 

3.5. Water influence on the delocalized molecular mobilities 

Before analysing the relaxation times, the comparison of relaxation 
strength, Δε, of the α-relaxation in the dry and immersed states gives a 
first indication on how water influences the molecular mobility of the 
epoxy network. The permittivity steps associated with the α-mode in 

both states are reported in Fig. 7. The relaxation strength is in the vi-
cinity of 35 for the dry sample, which seems high but not inconceivable 
compared to the literature (20 for a commercial epoxy with 97 ◦C Tg 
[27]), and considering both the low Tg and unusual dry conditions. In 
immersion, the relaxation strength lies in the vicinity of 9, which cor-
responds to a factor 3.9 between the two states. Absorbed water has a 
weakening effect on the relaxation strength, more pronounced on the 
rubbery plateau (low frequency) than in the glassy state, which seems 
consistent with the (less pronounced) decrease in heat capacity 
measured by DSC in the rubbery plateau (Fig. 2). 

Elementary thermally stimulated currents thermograms were ob-
tained for a dry and a wet sample. The depolarization currents were 
normalized to the sample geometry and polarization voltages, and 
plotted in Fig. 8. As the immersion was not continuous throughout the 
experiment, the hydration state was not equivalent to that of EIS mea-
surements. However, thanks to carefully selected temperature ramps 
(quick equilibrations below 0 ◦C), the water outtake was limited. 

There is a 3.8 ratio between the areas of the two most intense peaks 
from the dry and wet samples (Fig. 8), on par with the ratio of the 
permittivity relaxation strengths from Fig. 7. There are concurring evi-
dences that the absorbed water molecules increase either the number of 
intermolecular physical bonds involved in the glass transition and/or 
the motion amplitude of the dipoles in response to the applied electric 
field. Disruption of intermolecular physical bonds and replacement with 
H-bond with water molecules is the conventional interpretation of the
plasticizing effect [3,28]. The reduction in intermolecular interactions
results in the 18.5 ◦C Tg-depression observed by DSC (Fig. 1) and a shift
of the α-mode towards lower temperatures, but is also consistent with
the lower relaxation strength.

Fig. 6. Arrhenius diagram of the β-relaxation times in the ambient equilibrated 
state (BDS, red filled symbols) and in continuous immersion (EIS, blue open 
symbols). The Arrhenius fit (ambient equilibrated) appears as a red dashed line. 
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Real dielectric permittivity steps associated with the α-mode of the 
epoxy network: immersed (EIS) (a) and dry (BDS) (b) states. 

could extend over a large frequency range (hence only fitting the two 
lowest temperature isotherms). 

3.4. Water influence on the β-relaxation 

The β-relaxation times obtained by BDS in the dry state and by EIS in 
continuous immersion are plotted in Fig. 6. The dry β-relaxation times 
correspond to an ambient equilibrated sample (because this mode is not 
observed with a dry sample). The first striking point in Fig. 6 is the good 
agreement between the two techniques with respect to the β-mode. In 
first approximation, the relaxation times in the immersed state fall 
within the Arrhenius extrapolation of the ambient equilibrated state, 
hence justifying the previous attribution of the high-frequency EIS event 
to the β-relaxation. 

The activation energy of the β-mode was obtained by fitting the 
Arrhenius equation (Eq. (4)) to the ambient equilibrated relaxation times. 



We now focus, in Fig. 9, on the relaxation times of the α and ω modes, 
obtained from TSC (continuous lines in the upper part of the diagram), 
BDS (filled symbols, from complex Havriliak-Negami fits of ε*

KK) and EIS 
in immersion (empty symbols). 

TSC being an equivalent low-frequency technique (or high τ), the 
sample is probed in its dynamic glassy state (below the dynamic Tg), 
hence the relaxation times display Arrhenius dependences with respect 
to temperature [29–31]. The BDS relaxation times of both the α and ω 

modes in the dry state obey the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) law. The 
VFT fits are represented in red dashed lines in Fig. 9 and the corre-
sponding fit parameters are reported in Table 2. The most striking 
element is the behaviour of the α-relaxation times in continuous im-
mersion (EIS measurements, blue empty circles in Fig. 9). On the one 
hand they display a VFT dependence above 50–60 ◦C, but on the other 
hand a straight line, indicative of an Arrhenius dependence, is observed 
at lower temperatures. 

The Stickel function [32], based on the derivative of ln(τ− 1) with 
respect to 1/T, was used to confirm the previous statements regarding 
the temperature dependences of τ (BDS and EIS), and plotted in Fig. 10. 

After applying the Stickel function, an Arrhenius dependence be-
comes a constant value, K, equal to: 

K
kB

Ea

√

(5)  

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and Ea the Arrhenius activation 
energy. 

A VFT dependence is linearized by the Stickel function, by design. 
The slope and y-intercept are linked to the VFT parameters according to 
Eqs. (6) and (7): 

Slope T∞ αf
√

(6)  

y-intercept αf
√

(7)  

where αf is the thermal expansion coefficient of free volume and T∞ the 
Vogel temperature, referring to the free volume approach of the glass 
transition. 

The dry α and ω relaxation times clearly show a linear dependence in 
the Stickel plot (Fig. 10), which confirms their VFT behaviour. For each 
relaxation, only one VFT law is needed to fit the entire range of τ. The 
comparable slopes are consistent with the similar values of T∞ and αf 
(Table 2). The immersed sample also displays a VFT dependence above 
60 ◦C, with a steeper slope and higher y-intercept value. At temperatures 
below 60 ◦C, it is unclear whether a constant value is reached (Arrhenius 
law) or an increasing linear function of 1/T (which would not have a 
definite physical meaning). It is worth noting that the differentiation 
step involved in the Stickel function greatly magnifies the “noise” in the 
relaxation times which hinders the determination of the low tempera-
ture α behaviour for the immersed sample. Unfortunately, data 

Fig. 8. Elementary TSC peaks, normalized to the electrode area and applied 
polarizing field, obtained with the fractional polarization method on the wet 
(blue lines) and ambient equilibrated samples (red lines). (For interpretation of 
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web 
version of this article.) 

Fig. 9. Arrhenius diagram of the delocalized molecular mobility modes in the 
dry (BDS, filled symbols) and immersed (EIS, empty symbols) states. The TSC 
elementary thermograms of the ambient equilibrated and wet samples are also 
reported as lines in the [102; 104] s range. 

Table 2 
Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann fit parameters in the dry state and in immersion.   

τ0 (s) αf (K 1) T∞ (◦C) 

Dry α-mode 1.1 × 10 7 7.7 × 10 4 7.9 
Dry ω-mode 1.2 × 10 10 7.0 × 10 4 8.3 
Immersed α-mode 8.6 × 10 5 7.3 × 10 3 34.8  

Fig. 10. Stickel plot featuring the α and ω relaxations in the dry state (red 
symbols) and the wet α-mode (blue symbols). The linear regressions associated 
with Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann regimes appear as dashed lines. The right y-axis 
shows the activation energy associated with a constant value (Arrhenius 
regime) on the Stickel plot. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 



4. Discussion

Above the wet Tg of the epoxy network, the α mobility corresponds to
the expected plasticized behaviour, that is a VFT dependence of τ but 
shifted towards the lower temperatures (Fig. 9). Consistently with the 
decrease in the loss peak area at the α-relaxation in DMA, reported in the 
literature [12,13], the amplitude of the various manifestations of the 
glass transition – ΔCp (Fig. 2), Δε’ (Fig. 7), TSC peak areas (Fig. 8) – all 
decreased consequently to the absorption of water. Each of these events 
is correlated to the amount of conformational degrees of freedom of the 
main chain gained upon heating (or lost upon cooling) through the glass 
transition. Qualitatively, the H-bonded water molecules probably form a 
dynamic physical network which limits the degrees of freedom of the 
epoxy network. This reduction in degrees of freedom is somewhat 
counterintuitive because the decrease in Tg is usually seen as an 
enhancement of molecular mobility (faster dynamics), but in this case, 
the amount of relaxation is also decreased. 

As the temperature is decreased below the wet Tg, there is a drastic 
change in the temperature dependence of τ to a seemingly Arrhenius 
dependence (Fig. 9), although not unambiguously confirmed by the 
Stickel plot (Fig. 10). Several possible explanations of this change in 
behaviour come to mind; they are developed in the following part of the 
discussion. 

Firstly, perhaps the most intuitive explanation for this crossover 
would be that the epoxy networks falls out of equilibrium upon cooling 
below Tg, which results in a slowing down of the α-relaxation times. The 
existence of this theoretically anticipated crossover is still discussed in 
the community [35,36], and it is not clearly observed in the vast ma-
jority of experimental studies, especially those based on BDS measure-
ments. The relaxation times indeed become too long to be observed in 
the frequency range of the technique (usually 10− 2 to 106 Hz) [37]. In 
the present case, the crossover was not observed with the ambient 
equilibrated or dry samples, and it is unclear how it could become 
observable solely as a consequence of immersion (the dry network 
should also fall out of equilibrium at some point). Another inconsistency 
with this scenario is the fact that the calorimetric Tg of the immersed 
sample is far from lining up with the dielectric relaxation times 
(Fig. 11b), as should be the case if the crossover was intrinsic to the 
epoxy network. 

Fig. 11. (a) 2nd heating DSC scan on the wet sample and (b) α-relaxation times 
from EIS measurements on the immersed sample and calorimetric Tg (fil-
led diamond). 

Fig. 12. Enthalpy of relaxation as extracted from thermally stimulated depo-
larization currents on the ambient equilibrated and wet samples. The calculated 
zero entropy line (at 1 mHz) is displayed as a grey dashed line. The mean 
activation energy of the low-temperature EIS points (immersed sample) is re-
ported as a purple dotted line. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

smoothing prior to or after the differentiation step should be avoided, as 
it has a significant impact on the outcome. 

3.6. VFT to Arrhenius crossover at the dynamic Tg in immersion 

We now focus on the apparent Arrhenius dependence of the 
α-relaxation times in continuous immersion, as measured in situ by EIS 
below 60 ◦C. From the comparison of the DSC scan and the dielectric 
relaxation times (Fig. 11), the VFT-Arrhenius crossover seems to be 
triggered by the glass transition. A linear fit in the Arrhenius diagram 
(first 10 points of Fig. 11b) yields a mean activation energy of 141 kJ/ 
mol (1.46 eV). The calorimetric Tg (2nd heating ramp) of the wet sample 
is also reported in Fig. 11b, at the equivalent frequency estimated for a 
20 K/min ramp [33]. 

The activation energies were also determined from the elementary 
TSC peaks in Fig. 8 and reported in Fig. 12 as a function of the tem-
perature at peak maximum. The zero activation entropy line at 1 mHz, as 
defined by Starkweather [34], was also reported as a dashed line. 
Localized mobilities (typically in the glassy state) lie close to this line, 
while an increasing distance from the line indicates increasing cooper-
ativity of the molecular mobility. 

The striking feature in Fig. 12 is the close proximity of the TSC 
activation energies of the wet sample (blue circles) to the Starkweather 
line. This is unexpected because the α-relaxation of polymers is generally 
cooperative to some extent, as is observed with the ambient equilibrated 
sample (red squares). This suggests that water localises the α mobility 
and makes it appear like a glassy mode. As indicated by the violet dotted 
line in Fig. 12, there is a discrepancy between the activation energies 
obtained by TSC on the wet sample (approx. 100 kJ/mol) and that ob-
tained in immersion by EIS (average 140 kJ/mol). This means that the 
TSC lines and the Arrhenius behaviour in EIS do not perfectly line up in 
Fig. 9, but this discrepancy should be contextualized with respect to the 
different timescales involved in the two techniques (lower frequencies 
with TSC). 



Secondly, the VFT to Arrhenius crossover in the vicinity of Tg echoes
physical aging studies reporting a double decay in the enthalpy recovery 
of glasses aged below enough Tg [38,39]. In particular, by analysing the 
time of equilibration of these two processes in polystyrene, Cangialosi 
et al. proposed a splitting scenario of the dynamics occurring upon 
cooling through Tg, the slowest of which was associated with the 
α-relaxation following a VFT law and the fastest with an alternative 
molecular mechanism possibly involving secondary relaxations [38]. A 
similar interpretation could apply to our results on immersed samples, 
where the fast mechanism below Tg might be emphasized by the 
absorbed water molecules interacting with the network. However, the 
techniques used in the present work do not allow us to confirm such 
mechanism is operating in the studied polymer system. 

Thirdly, the change in the temperature dependence of the relaxation 
times observed in the water saturated sample could also result from a 
“water-induced confinement”. Several articles from a group of the 
Centro de Física de Materiales (Spain) reported VFT to Arrhenius cross-
overs in the molecular mobility of water in a variety of systems, e.g. 
graphite oxide [40], polymer mixtures [41], studied by BDS. The au-
thors ascribed the transition to an Arrhenius dependence at low tem-
peratures to confinement effects on the water molecules, either due to 
geometrical restrictions, or in a polymer matrix below Tg. In the latter 
case, the crossover took place at the Tg of the water-polymer mixture. In 
the present work, the dielectric relaxation showing the crossover phe-
nomenon is observed at too high temperatures (above 0 ◦C) to be 
associated with a mobility mode of the water molecules. 

While a glassy polymer matrix can confine the mobility of water 
molecules, perhaps the mobility of the epoxy network saturated with 
water (in immersion) could inversely be somewhat confined by the 
interaction with H-bond water molecules. Barroso-Bujans et al. [42] 
reported a VFT to Arrhenius crossover phenomenon with Poly(Ethylene 
Oxide) confined in the nanopores of resorcinol-formaldehyde nano-
particles. They ascribed the crossover phenomenon to the freezing of 
long-living H-bonds at the pore surface below the crossover tempera-
ture, which limited the cooperativity of the α mobility. Lorthioir et al. 
reported a speeding up and localization of the dynamics of PVME in 
PVME-PS mixtures [43]. Following a similar thinking pattern, they 
ascribed it to the freezing of the segmental dynamics of PS below Tg in 
turn constraining the mobility of PVME. A similar scenario could apply 
to the present case of the water-saturated epoxy, where the H-bonds are 
formed between the –OH groups of the network and the water molecules 
that fill the accessible volume. 

Water saturation is thought to be a governing factor in the obser-
vation of such a crossover, as it seems that it was not reported with 
polymer samples exposed to various water activities (but no saturation), 
and molecular mobility is rarely probed in continuous immersion. 
Intuitively, the need for water to saturate the entire available space in 
the polymer network for it to induce significant confinement effects 
makes sense. The present results highlight the value of performing in situ 
dielectric experiments, and the original molecular mobility behaviour in 
complete immersion could provide new insights in some fundamental 
aspects of the glass transition. 

5. Conclusions

The molecular mobilities of an epoxy network were probed by
dielectric measurements in continuous immersion, and compared to the 
dry state. The usual plasticization effect (Tg-depression, shift of the 
α-relaxation towards lower temperatures) was accompanied by an un-
conventional crossover from a Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher behaviour to an 
Arrhenius dependence as the temperature decreased in the vicinity of 
the plasticized Tg. A study of the thermally stimulated currents evi-
denced the localized nature of the mobility associated with the glass 
transition in the wet sample. All these observations could be the result of 
the water molecules restricting the mobility of the epoxy network by H- 
bond and inducing confinement effects. 

This work showed that performing temperature activated dielectric 
measurements in continuous immersion allowed probing the molecular 
mobility of epoxy samples in high plasticization states, that are not 
attainable by conventional techniques such as DMA or BDS, where the 
hydration state cannot be maintained constant throughout the 
measurement. We hope to consolidate this methodology by applying it 
to other polymer systems (the Tg of which lies within the temperature 
range [30; 60] ◦C), which will also help to confirm the hypotheses 
formulated about the localization of the α mobility by the H-bonds 
between the network and the water molecules. In situ dielectric mea-
surements, such as described in this work, may provide new leads in the 
interpretation of the molecular mobility of polymers plasticized by 
water, and could potentially help clarifying some fundamental aspects of 
the glass transition. 
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